
As the foundation of its unified security portfolio, Genetec Security Center allows users to manage 
video, access control, license plate recognition with intrusion management, communications and more. 
It’s built from the ground up to unify all of your data so that you can manage security policies, monitor 
events, and run investigations.

Vintra Fortify is a purpose-built video intelligence solution that automatically indexes video streams so they 
can be rapidly searched or provide immediate alerts in real time. It makes any fixed or mobile security camera 
smarter, with lightning-fast video search and accurate critical-event alerts.

Vintra Fortify runs as an integrated workflow within the Genetec Security Center and provides enterprise-grade video 
analytics to drastically reduce the time required for forensic investigations, as well as enable faster response to live 
unfolding events. Users can rapidly search hours of recorded video from Genetec-connected cameras, whether they are 
fixed or mobile.

 
Real-time analytics make it possible to detect an ever-growing corpus of objects and events on live streams of video, such as 
people vehicles, long guns, bags, person down events, direction of travel, crowd formation, loitering, zones of interest and more. 
A powerful rules engine monitors cameras 24/7 and sends alerts directly to the Genetec Security Center.

Drastically speed up post-event investigations with Vintra

One of the most daunting tasks for any security team is the manual, laborious review of already-recorded video. This mission-
critical activity often involves hours of timestaking video review, executed by a single individual or team, clicking through hours 
and hours of video that has been recorded.

With Vintra Fortify, investigator and analyst teams can expedite video reviews in minutes instead of days. Cases can be solved 
expeditiously by extracting critical, actionable intelligence within minutes of videos being uploaded and processed.

Supercharge your Genetec VMS with AI-powered 
video analytics
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Vintra Fortify offers the following features to authoritative and investigative teams:

• Works on any fixed or mobile from nearly any video source, including fixed cameras, body cams, dash cams,  
drones and handheld devices

• Search videos up to 20x faster to easily locate persons, faces, subjects, vehicles and objects

• Codec agnostic technology that allows teams to upload and search videos seamlessly

• Flexible hardware options that utilize secure cloud-based deployment and on-premise solutions

With Vintra Fortify, security teams can effectively reduce time spent on post-event investigations using, saving valuable time and 
countless dollars on resource-intensive activities such as the manual review of pre-recorded video. 

Detect earlier, respond smarter with real-time alerts

Incorporating automated indexing of live video streams and detailed security workflows, Vintra Fortify also provides accurate real-time 
event alerts and enhanced situational awareness, opening up a host of use cases that go well-beyond forensic investigations. 

For users that need to better manage their real-time video, Vintra Fortify offers the following enterprise features:

• Real-time AI-powered object and event detection 

• 24/7 camera monitoring, powerful rules and contextual alerts

• Re-identifies potential threats across multiple disparate cameras within your facility

• Uses advanced facial recognition technology that provides fast and accurate results

• Optimized to the very latest in GPU servers, affording the maximum amount cameras on a single off-the-shelf server

• Extensible API that easily connects with core enterprise applications

For organizations that are incorporating the use of mobile video content more and more as part of their security infrastructure, 
Vintra Fortify handles video from a host of mobile devices, including body cams, dash cameras, drones, phones and more.

With Vintra Investigate, security teams can effectively reduce time spent on post-event investigations using, saving valuable time 
and countless dollars on resource-intensive activities such as the manual review of pre-recorded video. 

Seamless integration with Genetec Security Center

Vintra Fortify easily integrates with Genetec Security Center, making an existing security solution that much more powerful via the 
power of AI. With a simple-to-use interface and the ability to search tens of thousands of images in just seconds, Vintra Fortify 
augments an already comprehensive VMS platform with unmatched technology and performance.    

In partnering with a market leader in VMS platform technology, Vintra offers a single-click manner by which to add advanced 
video search as well as the peace of mind of buying an integrated DEMS + AI-powered analytics solution.

For more information and to schedule a demo, please visit vintra.io.


